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Abstract:
This article will highlight the main topics of digital identity then it will dive into the
infrastructure of digital identity in the e-government and how to secure this kind of environment.
Saudi Arabia is taking as a case study for suggestion the best solution that is suite its
environment and culture. Finally, it will conclude that for Saudi Arabia the best way of
authentication should be managed by the Ministry Of Interior in the conclusion section.
Introduction:
To define digital identity we have to agree on a proper definition for the identity. In the footnote
of [12] identity has been defined as “name, address or date of birth, or such other aspects of a
person’s identity as may be prescribed by the regulations for the purposes of this definition”. The
digital identity will be any use of digital form such as RF cards, username and password in the
cyberspace to give the aspects defined in identity definition.
There are many advantages and disadvantages related to applying digital identity. One of the
advantages is the ease of use; for instance a bank customer can do transactions while he/she is at
home. Another advantage is that digital identity satisfies the legal requirement of identifying a
person since it has been used in e-government. However, as any technology the disadvantages
will not be limited to what we going to cover. The first disadvantage is that identity theft for
example a hacker can false the unsecure system and become another person to that system.
Second disadvantage is that the cost related to implement digital identity and securing it. Last
disadvantage is that we can’t assure that the authenticated identity was not authenticated under
intimidation.
Infrastructure:
In Kingdom of Saudi Arabia all the citizens’ identity role and procedure take place in
Department of civil affairs belong to Ministry of Interior. However, all of the
government-to-business or government-to-government transactions belong to a program called
Yesser. For example if rent car officer want to assign a car to my name; so all the traffic e-ticket
issued to my ID. The car rental must be subscribed with Yesser program. Yesser has a
framework YEFI which standardize the data format and uses XML [14].
It is suggested that for increasing security the authentication of the citizen authenticated through
ministry of interior then get the services from different businesses. For instance, if we take the
car rental officer example, the office would slide the ID card which (RF Card) then the citizen
enter the pin code and the authentication process authenticate through the information center of
ministry of interior then both authentication the citizen and the business (car rental) passed to
Yesser to give the data that the car rental authorized to see.

What is the difference between example 1 and 2? Here the car rental office will not be allowed to
assign a car to a citizen without his approval (password for his digital identity).
All these process use XML and protocol such as SOAP. In [3] a Meta data for digital identity; so
parties can exchange data with reduced risk. The author explains that he used Meta data because
it is easy to produce because XML in each computer and digital identity document will be
organized, visible and accessible. He divides the Meta data to Header which responsible of the
digital identity file information as in Table 1

And a parties’ agreement section which deals with roles, policies and restrictions. Table 2 shows
the parties’ agreement section.

In our car rental example this agreement can be used with the authorization process to the citizen
data.
Back to the authentication process, I will explain why it should be the ministry of interior role.
First each citizen associated with unique identification number. In the citizen affairs department
when and identification card issued each citizen has to enter his own password which 4 digits.
The authentication process starts with a session between the citizen and the information center of
ministry of interior. Session Hijack is one possible risk to identity theft. To eliminate this risk
SSL must be used with certificates in both ends [6]. The certificate issuer in Saudi Arabia is
National Center for Digital Certification for government and businesses. This will lead to
public/private key encryption with high security measure.
In this way of authentication we are pretty sure that the authentication secure and there will be no
session hijacking.
However, we have to provide the service through Yesser; so there must be a token from ministry
of interior to Yesser telling Yesser to serve the request from the business (Car rental) with the
citizen data. This token should use symmetric key encryption and it should be changed regularly
to ensure the best practice of security and the token might the identification number of the citizen
encrypted by the secret key. In this way Yesser will ignore any request that does not know the
secret key. The best fit communication method is that the business sends the information to the
information center of ministry of interior then wait for the replay. The information center of
ministry of interior sends back the encrypted identification number of the citizen then the
business starts new session with Yesser and sends the encrypted data with its username and
password to Yesser. Yesser maps the citizen data to the access data limits and serve the business.
To ensure high security ministry of interior has to have access list for all the machines that will
use its authentication service and ignores and request beyond this list. There must be a secure
network communication between the business, ministry of interior and Yesser. This will let
Yesser and ministry of interior use firewalls and core switch.
Is that enough, according to [4] and [5] a multifactor authentication must be present to ensure a
secure identity and for commercial use Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has regulated the use of
authentication to a digital identity to at least two factors; so most of the banks use one time
authentication code sent to the customer mobile or token. The authentication for e-government I
believe must use the same standard.

New Idea for authentication:

In [11] the author state that the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency doing research for
identify the person from different pattern such as the way of typing letters on the keyboard and
there will be no need for password; you type only your username. This will help a lot of people
who forget there password frequently.
Conclusion:

A case study has been presented for e-government digital identity for Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
It shows a complex communication and process but it ensures high security for both the
government and the citizen. A research idea for new authentication procedure has sighted.
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